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ABSTRACT 
Relations between the classes of Bkzout, Hankel, and Loewner matrices and of 
their inverses are investigated. All these classes appear as matrix realizations of one 
operator in suitable bases. Different bases in the space of all polynomials of degree 
not exceeding n - 1 are considered. These bases correspond to different expansions 
of the polynomial 
w(z)p(x) -p(z)“(x) 
z--x 
We introduce a matrix K corresponding to this polynomial; this matrix together with 
its limit forms may be used to represent all the classes of matrices mentioned. In 
particular we obtain a new interpretation of the variant of generalized Loewner 
matrices introduced recently by the second-named author. 
INTRODUCTION 
The idea of using a compression of the shift for the construction of 
models for operators is of fundamental importance in recent investigations in 
operator theory; the pioneering contribution of D. Sarason has influenced the 
work since 1967, when his paper appeared. In the finite dimensional case 
P. Fuhrmann developed the theory of polynomial models for applications in 
systems theory. The statement of many results important for applications 
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in systems theory becomes particularly transparent if the operators involved 
are realized as matrices in special bases; for this purpose Fuhrmann intro- 
duces suggestive names for some natural bases in the space of polynomials 
(control basis, spectral basis, etc.). The role of the shift is played, in this 
theory, by the operator M,, acting on polynomials as multiplication by the 
independent variable modulo p. 
The notion of BGzout matrices arose in a natural manner from elimination 
problems for a system of two algebraic equations in two unknowns. The 
Bezout matrix corresponds to a pair of polynomials (w, p, say), and its 
determinant possesses the resultant property. If C( p> stands for the compan- 
ion matrix of p, then clearly the determinant of u;(C(p)) also possesses the 
resultant property. Thus it is not surprising that the Bgzout matrix of the pair 
of polynomials u;, p is closely related to w(C( p)). The relation between 
these two matrices is given by the important Barnett formula [2]. In Proposi- 
tion 2.2 we clarify the connection of the Bamett formula and the following 
important fact: The Bezout matrix is the matrix of the operator w( M,) in 
suitable bases. This fact was stated first by P. Fuhrmann (see, for instance, 
]6], 171, or 181). 
Our starting point is the observation that the Barnett formula is equiva- 
lent to the fact that the Bezoutian matrix is just a realization of the operator 
u;( M,,). We show that the same operator will do for several other important 
classes of matrices including Hankel and Loewner matrices: these matrices 
appear as matrices of this operator in suitably chosen natural bases. This 
sheds new light on and provides an interesting explanation of the well-known 
relationship between these matrices. As a by-product we obtain a proof of the 
classical theorem of Lander. Our considerations also provide an explanation 
of the well-known relationship between important classes of matrices (such as 
Hankel and Loewner) by showing that these matrices, if corresponding to a 
given pair of polynomials w, 72, are realizations of one and the same operator 
w( Ml,). 
We describe a new class of matrices (called K in the sequel) as a natural 
addition to the classical families of special matrices. The Bezoutian matrices 
appear as particular cases of matrices K. We identify bases with respect to 
which the operator u;(M!,) appears as Bezout, as the matrix K, and as 
Hankel, Loewner, generalized Loewner, and inverse Loewner. As a 
by-product we obtain a proof of the classical theorem of Lander. 
There is yet another way of interpreting these results; to this end it is 
convenient to slightly extend the meaning of the term generating function. 
Given a matrix M and two systems of polynomials g,,, , g,, ~, and 
JQ,,...,h,,?,, it is possible to consider the polynomial Crr~,~h,(y)g~(~) 
obtained by replacing the monomials 1, Z, , z.“~ I with the polynomials g 
and h. In this manner the above expression appears as a natural extension of 
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the classical notion of a generating function. Using this terminology, our 
results assume the following form: we consider a fixed pair of polynomials 
p, zu; to each class of matrices (Bezout, Hankel, Loewner, etc.) there corre- 
sponds a pair {g 0, . . . . g-,1 and {Jr,,..., h, _ ,} in such a manner that the 
generating function in this extended sense equals 
R( y, => = 
P( Y>W( z) - 4 YM z> 
Y-Z 
We introduce a new class of matrices (called QB matrices in the sequel) as a 
natural generalization of Bezout matrices. They are obtained in a natural 
manner from the polynomial R( y, z> as follows: we choose two sets of 
interpolation nodes { yO, . . . , y,, _ I} and {zo, . , z,, _ 1}, and define the corre- 
sponding QB matrix as 
R( yi> “j), i,j = 0 > . > n - 1. 
The i, jth entry of the matrix is thus 
P( Yijw( 'j> - w( Yt> P( 'j) 
Yi - zj 
Let us remark that a particular case of QB matrices (for distinct interpola- 
tion nodes) was investigated, in another context, by Heinig and Rost. 
Of course, the interpolation nodes need not be distinct-in that case we 
consider higher difference quotients in an obvious manner. One important 
particular case is the classical B&out matrix resulting from the choice of the 
point zero as a single interpolation node of multiplicity n. It consists thus of 
the coefficients of the polynomial R-in other words, given a matrix M of 
type (n, n) and a system of polynomials g,, . , g,_i, it is possible to 
consider a polynomial in two variables Cmikgi( y)gk(z) obtained by replac- 
ing the monomials 1, Z, , .zn- ’ with g,(z), . , g, i(z). Our results 
assume the following form: Given a pair of polynomials p, w, to each class of 
matrices (Bkzout, Hankel, Loewner, etc.) there corresponds a system of 
polynomials in such a manner that the generating function in this extended 
sense equals 
R(y z) = P(Ybw - W(Y)P(X) 
1 
Y-z 
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The Bezoutian matrix is a particular case, since it is generated by R(~J, Z> in 
the classical sense. It consists of the coefficients of the polynomial R, in other 
words, 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper 1) will be a fixed polynomial of degree n, ~(-1 = 
p. + p, Z + a.. +p,, Z’l with p,( + 0. The companion matrix C(p) of the 
polynomial p is defined as 
C( ?I) = 
I 0 ... 0 -PO/P?, 
i 
1 . . . 0 -PI/P,1 
. 
o..:; - P,, 1 /PM 
Polynomials of degree at most n - 1 will be identified with the correspond- , & 
ing (column) vectors of their coefficients. 
For every complex z we shall denote by ~(5) the row vector 
??-(Z) = (1, Z,, ..) Y-1). 
Thus the value of a polynomial f at the point z will be expressed as 
scalar product r( ~>f. 
Let T be a linear operator from a vector space E, into a vector space 
If R is a row of vectors a, E E,, 
R=(n,,,...,a,,_,), 
we denote by TR the row (in E,) 
TR = (Tu,,,. ..,Tn,,_,). 
the 
Let B, = (b,,,,, . , h,,,,_,)beabasisof E,,and B, = (b,,,,. .,b, ,rt_1) 
be a basis of E,. The matrix of T in the bases B, and B,, denoted by 
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_dT; B,, B,), is defined by the relation 
223, = B,A(T; B,, B2). 
If W, and W, are regular matrices of type (n, n) and (r/z, m) respectively 
and if new bases B,’ and B,’ are introduced by the relations B,’ = B,Wl, 
B; = B,W2, then 
d(T; B;, B;) = W+t’(T; B,, B,)W,. 
The following observation will be useful: 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose B, and B, are two bases of a vector spnce E, and 
let T he a linear operator in E. If W is the matrix for which B, = B,W, then 
(T; B,, B,) = W-lb’(T; B,, B&V-‘. 
Indeed, TB, = TB,W-’ = B,_&‘(T; B,, B,)Wml = 
B,W-l&T; B,, B,)W- ‘. 
We define the flip matrix J and the shift matrix S,, as follows: 
10 0 .** 1 
J=I :‘f 
St, = 
0 1 .*. 0’ 
10 ... 0) 
0 . . . 0 0 
1 . . . 0 0 
. . . . 
(j ..: ; 0 
An array h of interpolation nodes will be a sequence h,, , h,_ 1 of 1 
distinct complex numbers and a sequence of positive integers k,, . , k,_ 1 
such that k, + -a* +kl_, = n. 
The Vandermonde matrix V(h) corresponding to the array h is defined as 
follows: 
V(h) = 
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Here V(h,, ki> stands for the (ki, n) matrix 
for O<i<k,-1, O<k<n-I 
Now consider another polynomial IX of degree at most n, and denote by 
R the polynomial 
Let B(u;, p) be the matrix the generating function of which is K; thus 
Tr(I)B(tc, p+(x)“ = A(-, x). 
In the particular case B( p, 1) we have 
7i-(z)B( p, l)77(X)T = Q(z, x), 
where Q is the difference quotient 
Q( 2, x) = 
P(Z) -P(x) 
z -x . 
Clearly B( p, 1) = $(S,,>, where fi is the reciprocal polynomial fi( 2) = 
-“p(l/z.). N 
We denote by S the shift operator on the (infinite dimensional) vector 
space of all polynomials: 
(Sf)(;) zf(z). 
g(=) - g(O) 
z 
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Denote by 5 the polynomial S*J’ ‘p, and let P stand for the basis 
P= (P,,...,P”_,) 
in the space of all polynomials of degree at most n - 1. If we identify the P,‘s 
with the (column) vector of their coefficients, we obtain the identity 
P = ( p,, , . > P,! ~1) N B(P> 1) =Jm,>. 
Let us observe that 
Tr(z)P7+y = Q(z, x). 
We denote by e,, , e, ~, the standard basis of C” taken as coefficient 
vectors of polynomials. In this manner 
E = (q,,...,e_,) 
represents the identity matrix and 
n-(s)E = (1, z ,..., L-‘). 
The following notation will be used for the Hankel and Loewner matrix 
corresponding to the rational function f/g, degf, deg g < n: If n, b are 
arrays of interpolation nodes ai, bi, i = 0, . . , n - 1, then 
bAf/d = 
f('i)/g('i) -f(bj)/g(bj) 
ai - bj i,,f=O ,..., ,I-1 
If degf < deg g, then 
where 
tffi+j)ij, 
is a function bounded at infinity. 
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2. BIkZOUT MATRICES 
We begin by recalling an identity for the operator S [ll]. 
PHOP~SITI~N 2.1. The$&~wing identity holds: 
n-l n-l 
(x - s) C Xks*k+’ zz xl~s*r~ - ss* + (1 - ss*) C XkS*k, 
0 1 
When applied to the polynomial p it yields 
,1- 1 
(x - S) c XkPk = p(x) - p. 
0 
This identity is nothing more than the operator version of a classical fact. 
For the convenience of the reader we repeat the proof. 
Proof. We have 
II- I II- I II - 1 
(x _ s) C Xks*k+l = C xk+Ls*k+l _ ss* C Xks*k 
0 0 0 
II - 1 
= x 1, s * r1 
- ss* + (1 - ss*> c XkS*k. 
Applying the identity to the polynomial p, we obtain 
I,- 1 11 - 1 
(x - S) c XkP, = x’lp,, - ss*p + c Xk(l - SS*)S*kp 
0 1 
= P(X) - P. 
Denote by M,, the operator, on the space of all polynomials of degree at 
most n - 1, defined as multiplication by 2 modulo p. More precisely, if f is 
a polynomial of degree at most n - 1, then M,,f will be the remainder, upon 
dividing by p, of the polynomial S’. Clearly M,, E = EC(p); the matrix of 
M,, in the standard bases is C( p>. 
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In the rest of this paper T will stand for the operator w(M~,). 
We begin with a simple proposition describing a representation of T. The 
first part of this proposition is obvious and folklore. The second assertion is 
known as the Barnett formula. It was first obtained by S. Barnett by direct 
matrix methods [2]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The B&out matrix B(w, p) is the matrix of T in the 
bases P, E. The B&out matrk satisfies 
B(w, p) = w(C( p))B( p, 1). 
Proof. The identity 
w(z)[p(X) -p(z)] =w(z)p(x) -y(+Lo) +p(z)[w(x) -W(z)] 
implies 
Thus 
w( z)Q( x, z) = R( z, X) mod p(z). 
n - 1 
w(z) c q(z)xj = m(z)B(w, p)~~(x)?‘ mod p(z), 
0 
in other words, 
n-1 
z-(z) c TE;xj = z-(z) B(w, p)m( x)“, 
0 
TP = EB(w, p). 
This proves the first assertion. To prove the second, we observe that 
M,E = EC(P) 
implies that 
TE = w(Mp)E = Ew(C( p)), 
22 
whence 
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TP = TEB( p, 1) = Ew(C( p))B( p, 1). 
The B&out matrix is, in fact, nothing more than the matrix of the 
coefficients in the expansion of the function R( z, x) in a power series at the 
point (0, 0). The coefficient of ~‘rj equals 
It is possible to consider more general expansions and the corresponding 
matrices of coefficients; in this manner the Bezout matrix will appear as a 
particular case of a more general matrix. 
3. INTERPOLATION 
For simplicity, let us begin with the case of simple interpolation nodes. 
Suppose we are given an array 
a = (a,,...,q-, 1 
of n distinct numbers ai and an array 
again, we suppose 
Vandermonde matrix 
that the b, are all distinct. Denote by V(b) the 
V(b)i, = b;, 0 < i,j B n - 1, 
and let V(a) be the Vandermonde matrix corresponding to a. We write Q,(b) 
and ai for the polynomials 
@(b)(x) = (x - b,)...(x - b,,_l), 
Qi(b)( x) = “;“f) 
I 
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The set {Q!(b)} can b_e naturally called the interpolation basis corresponding 
to the array b. Let V(b) be th e matrix whose jth column consists of the 
coefficients of Qj(b), so that 
G(h),j = k”,(b)(i)(O). 
Observe that 
V(b)c(b) = diag(Qi(h)(bi)), 
so that 
V(b)-l = c(b) diag(ai(b)(h,)-l). 
The matrices V(a) and V(a) corresponding to a are constructed in an 
analogous manner from a. 
We have 
(P”,..., Pr,-l)VWT = (O(.,u,,),...,O(.,u,,_,)). 
It follows that 
T(Q(.,U,),...,Q(.,U,,~, )) = TPV(u)T = EB(w, p)V(uy 
= w(b)-‘V(b)B(w, p)V(u)7 
@o(b) @“-l(b) = 
@,,(b)(h) ““’ @n-,(b)(b,-1) K’ 
where K is the QB matrix 
K = V(b)B(u;, p)V(u)?‘, 
K,, = w(bi)P(uj) - P(bi)w(uj) 
‘J bi - uj 
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In this manner we have obtained the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Consider, in the domain spuce, the basis 
nnrE in the image space the interpolation basis corresponding to the array b, 
suitably nomned: 
Q,,(b) @,,- l(b) 
Qdb)(b,,) ““’ Q,,-db)(b,,-1) 
Then the matrix of T equals K. 
This fact may be restated in the form of an assertion about 
cients of R( z, x_) in the expansion in the points bi, a,. Indeed, 
R(z, x) = r(z)B(w, j+~(x)’ 
the coeffi- 
= a(z)V(b)-‘V(b)B(w, p)V(n)7’V(a)+-(r)7 
= Qo(b)( z) 
( 
a,,? ,(b)( =) 
@u(b)(h) ““’ a),,-,(b)(b,,-1) 1 K 
@dn)( x) a,,- I(U)(X) 
@u(n)(%) ““’ @rED,,(a)(%,) 
4. INTERPOLATION WITH MULTIPLICITIES 
The next step consists in extending the considerations of the preceding 
section to the case of arrays with multiplicities. 
Let us consider an array h of nodes with multiplicities as in section 1. We 
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shall connect with such an array the following polynomials: 
ali = @(h)(x) 
(x - hip ’ 
i = O,...,Z - 1, 
@,Jh)(x) = Qi(h)(X)(X -hi)', j = 0,. . , ki - 1. 
The Vandermonde matrix V(h) was introduced in Section 1. Let us denote 
by G(h) the matrix determined by the relation 
7r(x)lqh) =(@,,,(h)(x),...,@ o,k,,-l(h)(x),..‘,~l-,,o(h)(x),.”, 
thus the columns of G’(h) consist of the coefficients of the polynomials 
ai, j(h). 
In analogy to the preceding section, we shall consider two different arrays 
a and b, given by the nodes a,,, , a,_ I and b,, . , b,_ 1 and correspond- 
ing multiplicities m,, . . , m,_, and n,,, , n,> _ ,. 
It will be necessary to compute the product 
V(b)+(b). 
If we write G(b) in the block form 
e(b) = (c(b,O), . . j(b, s - l)), 
the n by rli blocks correspond$g to the interpolation nodes bi, i = 0, . , 
s - 1, then the product V(b)V(b) will be a block diagonal matrix with the 
diagonal blocks (of size ni) 
V(bi,ni)+(b,i). 
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The element with indices j, k in this product is 
It is evident that 
oj-l(, _ hi)kl,=h, = 0 
for both j - 1 < k and j - 1 > k. Tl le whole sum reduces thus to the term 
corresponding to 1 = j - k, and this equals 
That means that 
Consider the expansion of ai in powers of (z - hj)k mod (z - biJLz: 
aJi(b)( z) =h( z - hi) 
terms of fi, 
it is to invert 
V(h)-’ = G(h)dik~g(g(S,~,)), 
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where 
fi(x)gi(x) = Imod(x -bi)“‘. 
Similarly, as in Section 3, we can write 
TPV(a)l‘ = EB( w, p)V(a)?‘ = V(b)-lV(b)B(w, p)V(a)?‘. 
The product V(b)B(w, p)V(a>’ will again be denoted by K, since the QB 
matrix K introduced in Section 3 is a particular case of it. The entries of K 
are 
We introduce the basis 
where 
Thus 
T(f,, . ,A-d = c(b) c%(gj(Sn,)) K. 
The columns of the matrix 
taken as coefficients of polynomials, represent the interpolation basis for the 
general interpolation at the nodes b. 
In this manner we have proved the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION. The matrix of T, with respect to the basis F in the domain 
space and the basis of interpolation polynomials in the image space, equals K. 
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Note that the B&out matrix is a particular case of this matrix K, if both 
arrays b and a are given by the unique node zero with multiplicity n. 
In complete analogy with the preceding section, we have a parallel 
equivalent restatement of the result in which the matrix K appears as the 
matrix of coefficients upon expanding the polynomial R in interpolation 
bases: 
R(z, x) = ~(z)c(b)diag(g~(S,,,)) Kdiag(g,(S,l;,))?(a)rr(x)T. 
Here g, are polynomials such that 
fi( ~)g( X) = I mod (X - a,)““, 
and J;<x - a,> = Q,(a)(x). 
5. HANKEL MATRICES 
In order to establish a connection between Hankel matrices and the 
operator T, we shall use the identity 
ff(w/p) = B( p, l)-lqw, p)B( p, q-‘. 
In the case when the polynomials p and u: are coprime, we can derive this 
identity as a simple consequence of the Bamett formula and the theorem of 
Lander [9]. Due to the coprimeness, there exists a polynomial f reciprocal to 
w module p. Then 
ff(W/P) = B(f, PI-' = MC( PM P, 111 -l 
= B( p, 1)~‘f(C(p))-l =B( P, V’w(C( P)) 
= B( p, 1>-‘B(w, p)B( p, f. 
We have seen that B(w, p> is the matrix of T in the bases P = 
(P,,.. ., P,_l) and E = (e,,. .,e,_,>: 
TP = EB(w, p). 
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Since P = EB(p, I), it follows by Lemma 1.1 that 
TE = P[ B( p, 1))‘B(w, p)B( p, 1)-l] = PH(w/p). 
This completes the proof for the case of coprime w and p. To extend the 
formula to the case of an arbitrary polynomial w it suffices to observe that 
every polynomial w may be arbitrarily well approximated by a polynomial G 
such that (W, p> = 1. 
Here is a (somewhat longer) proof that avoids the use of Lander’s 
theorem and dispenses with the assumption (w, p> = 1. 
The matrix H(w/p) is equal to 
( ffi+j)ij' 
where 
Let v = (uO, . , u, _ ,>?’ be an n-dimensional vector, and define the polyno- 
mial 
u(x) = Tr( x)u. 
Then evidently the ith component of the product H(w/p)u is 
n-l 
( H(w/P)u)t = jFo “itjvj, 
and it is obviously equal to the coefficient at the power xdi -r in the function 
w(x) 
u(x) ‘- 
P(X) 
We use this factor for i = 0, . , n - 1 to see that H(w/p) is the represen- 
tation of the operator Mh(w/p) ( multiplication by the function w/p>, fol- 
lowed by the projection P_ onto the space generated by {l/x, . . , l/x”), in 
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the natural bases: 
PI_M(w/p)E = (l/x,...,l/x")H(w/p). 
Let us denote by C the operator that assigns to a vector (h,,, . . , h,_,) the 
function C~h,x~k-’ in the following manner: The sequence h,,, h,, . 
satisfies the recurrence relation corresponding to p and has the initial 
conditions h,, . . , h,, _ 1. It is not difficult to verify that xPk is reflected onto 
the function Pk_ ,(x)/p(x). If we apply C to both sides of the above 
equality, we obtain 
P_M(w/p)E = (P,/p,...,P,,-,/p)H(w/p),x,,. 
Here P_ is the projection onto the space of infinite Laurent series with 
negative powers only, and 
the series of the CY~ continued by the relation 
for k = 2n - 1,2n. . . It is evident that the operator P_ M(w/p) can be 
equivalently replaced by M( p-’ )T [ M( p-’ > means division by p]: 
M( p-l)= = (P,,/‘P,. . > Pt~-~‘p)~(w/p)~x.. 
Multiplying both sides by the operator M( p>, we obtain finally 
TE = (P,,...,P,_,)H(w/p). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The Hankel matrix H(w/p) appears as the matrix of 
T taken in the standard basis in the domain space and the basis P in the 
image space. 
Again, this fact may be restated in terms of the expansion of the function 
R, now in terms of the polynomials PJ: 
fi(z,x) = (P,(~),...,P,,_,(=))H(W/~)(P,,(~),...,P,,-,(~))~. 
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6. LOEWNER MATRICES 
Let us recall the formula linking Loewner and Hankel matrices: 
where h and f are polynomials satisfying the relation h = -f@(a)@(b) mod 
p. (See [4] and [14].) Here 
L,,,(h/p) = 
h(bi)/p(bi) - h(aj)/p(aj) 
b, - aj 
We have 
T(~“(a),...,Q),-,(n)) 
= Tmqa) = PH(w/p)iql) 
= PV(b)Tdiag(@i(b)(bi))~‘G(b)?‘N(u;/p)i’(a) 
= J’V(b)T diag(@i(b)(bi))-’ Lh,a(h/p) 
= (40, .‘. > %-JhLn(~~/P)~ (2) 
where 
h = -w@(n)@(b) mod p, 
Q(*, bi) 
4i = ai( b)( b,) 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The operator T is represented by the Loewner matrix 
L,, &h/p), the polynomial h being given by 
h = -w@(a)@(b) mod p, 
a? we consider th e interpolation basis cormected with the array a in the 
domain space and the basis (qo, . . , q,, _ 1) in the image space. 
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The equivalent statement about the expansion of R is 
R(s,x) = (90tZ)~.‘.~9”-I(Z))Lb.o(h/p)(Cjo(X),...,~,_I(X))T, 
where 
Q(*> bi) 
” = Qi( b)( bi) ’ 
Q(*> Ui> 
4i = @),(U)(Ui) 
7. GENERALIZED LOEWNER MATRICES 
In complete analogy to the preceding section, generalized Loewner 
matrices are related to Hankel matrices by the formula 
(see [15]>. The only difference is that here b and a respectively mean arrays 
of s and r interpolation nodes, b,,, . , b,\ _ 1 and a,,, ~. , a,_, , with multi- 
plicities n,, . . , n, _ , and m,,, . , rn,_ ,. The matrices V’(e) assigned to given 
arrays were introduced in Section 4. We shall also use the polynomials CD(.) 
in the sense of that section. Formally, the basic relation for the general case is 
almost identical with the one stated in Section 6 for the case of simple 
interpolation nodes: 
TEc(u) = PV(b)T diap(gi(S,7,:))V(b)rH(zc/p)~(u) 
= PVtb)’ diag(gj(C,)) bl,o(h/~)~ 
where 
h = -w@(u)@(b) mod p; 
gi are the polynomials introduced in Section 4. 
We shall keep the notation (g,,, . . , y,,_ i) even in this more general 
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situation: 
where 
PHOPOSITION 7.1. The operutor T is represented by the generalized 
Loeumer matrix L,, .(h/p), 
h = -w@(a)@(b) mod p, 
if the basis in the domain space is the general interpolation basis connected 
with the nrray a and the basis in the image space is (qO, , qn_ 1> described 
above. 
The equivalent formulation in terms of the function R reads as follows: 
R(a,x) = (y,(z),...,q,-,(z))L,,,(h/p)(~,(*),...,~~_l(~))~. 
8. INVERSE LOEWNER MATRICES 
We have already used Lander’s result stating that Hankel and B&out 
matrices are inverse to each other. Since Loewner matrices have direct 
connections both to Hankel matrices (see Section 6) and to B&zout matrices 
(see below), it is not surprising that the operator T can be properly repre- 
sented not only by Loewner but also by inverse Loewner matrices. 
We use Proposition 5.1: 
TE = PH(w/p). 
By Lander’s theorem, this can be written as 
TE = PB(f, p)-‘, 
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where 
wf = -1mod p 
[the sign - 1 arises from the reverse order of the polynomials P,f in 
B(f, P)]. The connection of B&zout and Loewner matrices is the following: 
V(a)B(f, P)V(h)“ diag 
Thus 
B(f, PY’ V(a), 
TE = PV( b)’ diq V(u). 
Multiplying by v(a), we obtain 
Thus 
Qt.7 4) Q(.>bn-1) = 
p(b,) “.” p(b,-1) 
JLh(f~ P)C 
PROPOSITION 8.1. The operator T is represented by the inverse Loewner 
matrix L ..h(f> PI-l> 
fw = -Imod p, 
if the basis in th e domain space is given by the elementary Lagrange 
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interpolation polynomials CPi(a)/Qi(a>(ai), normed by the constants p(q), 
and the basis in the image space is 
Ql.7 bo) Q(-)bn-l) 
p(h) ““’ PC&-1) 
We can also write 
R(-, 
x> = Q(*>bo) Q(.>b,,-1) 
p(h) ““’ AL1) 
If we compare (2’) with (2) in Section 6, we obtain the formula expressing 
the inverse Loewner matrix as a product of a Loewner matrix and certain 
diagonal matrices, which was first given in [13]: 
~2.b(f/p)-~ = diag 
Since 
h = -w@(a)@(b) mod p 
(Section 6), the direct connection of h and f is 
j7z = @(a)@(b) mod p. 
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